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W
elcome to the 
May edition 
of Labelling 
Fashion, the 

online magazine dedicated 
to exploring the fashion and 
textiles industry from a marketing 
and labelling perspective. This 
spring edition looks at the many 
different types of fabrics and 
materials that comprise the 
fashion and labelling industry. 

The main marketing feature this 
month looks at how the different 
fabrics used in clothing apparel can 
affect and influence their perceived 
perception. We look at how 
quality perception, in particular, 
can be driven by the fabric an 
item is made from. We also have 
the normal roundup of latest news 
stories and comments affecting and 
shaping the industry.

Justine Kiddy looks at the rise 
of Eco-fashion and examines how 
we got to a place where it is no 
longer just a principle for people 
but a fashion trend in its own right. 

Eco-fashion has become part of 
mainstream fashion design and 
manufacture and is something we 
need to factor into every part of the 
industry, even labelling.

Continuing on the fabric theme, 
Lucinda Gormley examines the 
Cotton industry and looks at its 
impact on the labelling industry. 

If you would like to submit 
content to any future editions of the 
magazine please email lynsey@
elbowmarketing.co.uk and we 
will do our best to include your 
interesting and relevant content.

Equally, if you would like to see 
us cover a particular topic which is 
relevant to you and your business, 
why not get in touch and let 
us know.

For more stories like this, why not 
follow us on Social media:

Editor’s note

Editorial team,  
Labelling Fashion

MAY 2015
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A
s has been discussed in the 
marketing feature of previous 
editions of Labelling Fashion, 
there are many different factors 

which contribute to the perception of a 
garment but this feature is going to look 
specifically at the impact fabric quality 
can have on a brands reputation.

There are two separate issues 
we must deal with in this article; the 
perceived quality of different fabrics 
such as cotton or wool and the quality 
spectrum within a specific fabric.

Let’s start with the perception 
of quality associated with the 
more common fabrics used in the 
fashion industry.

Lynsey Bowen looks at how fabrics 
can affect quality perception

made of
Showing 
what you’re
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Natural fabrics, such as cotton, wool, 
silk and leather are often associated 
with higher quality garments. This is 
because they have benefits including; 
breathability, sustainability, comfortable 
for the wearer and rarely cause irritation 
as they are naturally sourced. Natural 
fabrics can be the ideal choice for 
some clothing items but unsuitable for 
others – you wouldn’t make a raincoat 
out of silk!

Natural fabrics can command 
the highest prices, 
especially if they are 
particularly rare or 
difficult to source. 
For example, 
cashmere 
wool can 
increase the 
price, and the 
overall perception 
of a garment, 
significantly.

Man-made 
fabrics, on the other 
hand, tend to be 
tarnished with the 
‘poor-relation’ brush 
and are often used 
to make replicas or 
imitation items. This is 
an unfair stereotype 
as some man-made 
fabrics have great 
advantages and can greatly increase 
the quality and durability of a product.

Nylon is a revolution in fabric 
development and offers a strong, 
lightweight fabric that can be 
maintained with little special effort. 
Nylon can be used for a number 
of different items and often appears 
alongside other materials to add an 
element of stretchiness to a garment. 

It doesn’t end there though, now you 
have decided which fabric to make 

your garment 
or products 

from, it is essential 
you choose the 
right quality of that 
fabric. Let’s assume 
you are producing 
a cotton t-shirt, 
you have chosen 
cotton because it is 
breathable giving 
the wearer an 
ambient temperature 
all year-round. But 
what type of cotton 

do you use? There is a big different 
across the price spectrum for a start and 
what about the different thicknesses or 
weaves? The choices are too numerous 
to discuss in full here but the principle 
is the same; how does the choice you 
make affect the quality perception of 
your garment?

This is when you need to refer back 
to your brand guidelines. Your brand 
guidelines will remind you what your 
brand stands for, what ‘label’ you want 
your target market to associate with your 
brand and your garments and what social 
tribe you want your clothing to represent. 

You will also need to understand 
the basic maths behind your choice of 
fabric. What can you afford to pay for 
the fabric you want to use and what 
economies of scale can you afford to 
work to? This is slightly off topic but 
shouldn’t be overlooked when choosing 
the right fabric for you garments.

Also look at the practicalities of your 
garment; what will your target market 
most likely expect from your t-shirt? Is it 
likely to be used in an active or sporting 
environment or as a smart-casual top for 
the weekend or evening? The purpose 
of your garment will have a huge impact 
on the fabric you should use because 
it will impact the customers quality 
scale. They will be looking for different 
attributes to judge quality against so it is 
important to market your garments to the 
right audience.

So, back to our original question; how 
can fabrics affect the quality perception 
of your garments? Well, quality means 
different things to different people but 
common elements used to assess a 
garments quality include; durability, ease 
of care or maintenance and wear-ability. 
If a garment stays in shape, doesn’t lose 
its thickness or softness it will be judged 
as good quality.

Therefore, it is important to design 
and create clothing that meets as many 
of these ‘quality factors’ as possible, 
without reneging on your brand 
attributes or reputation. These are the 
other factors which will ultimately affect 
the quality perception of your garments, 
regardless of fabric choice.

To conclude, the fabric you choose for 
your products does affect the perceived 
quality but the biggest thing you need 
to take away from this article is, ‘Is my 
fabric fit for purpose?’ If the answer is 
yes, your target market will perceive your 
garments as good quality. 

IT IS IMPORTANT 
TO DESIGN 

AND CREATE CLOTHING 
THAT MEETS AS MANY 
‘QUALITY FACTORS’ AS 
POSSIBLE 

Source: shaunbarker.co.uk
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Amal Clooney is a world famous 
human rights lawyer, a Columbia 
professor and the new wife of the 
(former) world’s most eligible bachelor, 
George Clooney. Her work recently 
took her to Greece to advise on the 
return of Parthenon marbles from the 
British Museum, but it is her expensive 
taste in fashion that has grabbed our 
attention recently.

Life’s a catwalk for Mrs Clooney as 
it is revealed she spends thousands on 
her wardrobe full of fashion designers. 
She has been pictured in outfits costing 
at least £66,900 as George Clooney’s 
wife always appears effortlessly elegant.

The London-based lawyer is often 
spotted across Europe in designer 
numbers including Prada, D&G and Stella 
McCartney. From elegant cream jumpsuits 
to panel shift dresses and suit/skirt combos, 
the 37-year-old always seems to get the 
balance of smart and sexy just right. 

Her effortless style, which sees her 
strike just the right balance between 
elegance and sexy, is spared no 

exception when it comes to accessorising 
her outfits. There is as much attention 
and money dedicated to her handbags, 
shoes and jewellery as the clothing itself.

Mrs Clooney is no stranger to the 
media spotlight but it is as much for 
her style as her famous husband or 
legal credentials.

At the end of last month, she made 
the headlines again for here ‘Perfect 
Weekend look’. She was spotted on 
her way to her husband’s latest film set 

wearing a casual bohemian-inspired 
look which, quite frankly, made us envy 
her even more than we already did!

This beautifully casual yet stylist outfit 
was true to Amal’s usual shopping tastes 
with the price tag to match. Complete 
with Prada sunglasses and Dolce & 
Gabbana earrings, the outfits would have 
been out of most people’s price range.

We can expect more style lessons 
to come from Mrs Clooney, but at the 
price many of us can only envy. 

The direct value of the UK fashion 
industry to the UK economy is £26 
billion – up from £21 billion in 2009, 
according to data released by the 
British Fashion Council to mark London 
Fashion Week.

This figures represents an increase 
of 22% in nominal terms since Oxford 
Economics measured the industry’s 
contribution in 2009.

The UK fashion industry is estimated 
to support 797,000 jobs (source: 
Oxford Economics 2014). This is a 

decrease of 2.3% from 2009 and 
reflects an increase in productivity by 
the industry.

Fashion’s total contribution to the 
economy via both indirect support for 
supply chain industries and induced 
spending of employee’s wage income 
is estimated to have risen to over £46 
billion. An increase of 23% since 2009 
(source: Oxford Economics 2014). 
The figures underline the growth since 
“The Value of Fashion Report”, pictured 
below, was published in 2009.

The ‘Value of the UK Fashion Industry’ 
report, commissioned by the British Fashion 
Council, defines the industry and analysed 
the true breadth and economic value of the 
UK fashion industry for the first time. 

The industry’s direct economic 
contribution to UK GDP was collated 
by analysing the industry’s profits 
and wages (known as gross value 
added (GVA)) across a wide range of 
fashion products and items – including 
womenswear and menswear through 
to handbags and shoes – plus the 
contribution of fashion education, 
fashion marketing and fashion media.

The report also highlighted the pivotal 
role of cutting-edge British design, and 
showcasing events such as London 
Fashion Week, in driving innovation 
and growth within the industry itself, as 
well as attracting millions of visitors from 
across the globe to the UK every year. 

Brains and Beauty are a winning 
combination for Mrs Clooney

UK Fashion’s Economic 
Contribution Rises By 22% – 
New Estimate

The Clooneys: Perfect combo
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According to Fairtrade boss, Michael 
Gidney, cotton growers are still not 
getting a sustainable living from 
their business.

Gideny, speaking at the second 
anniversary event of the Rana Plaza 
textiles factory collapse last month, said 
that ‘despite supplying the multi-billion 
fashion industry, these farmers and 
cotton producers are still not getting a 
fair price for their goods.’

He went on to say ‘We need to 
change the way we view fashion and 
reconnect with all the many people who 
work to bring us our clothes, because 
too many of them simply cannot make 
a living.

He argued that unless consumers and 
businesses are prepared to pay the true 
cost of clothes, tragedies such as those 
witnessed in Bangladesh on April 24th 
2013, will continue to occur.

Whilst the event organiser, Orsola de 
Castro goes further and compares the 
fast fashion industry to that of battery 
farmed eggs, ‘Who buys battery 
eggs anymore?’

Lucinda Gormley looks at the 
Cotton Industry and its importance in 
the 21st Century in this edition which 
looks closely at the industry and its 
development over the years. 

After last month’s shocking condemnation 
of IVF children and Gay marriage from 
Dolce & Gabanna, Giorgio Armani 
has added his name to list of unlikely 
fashionista to ‘come out’ with an unusual 
standpoint on homosexual behaviour.

The outspoken, 80 year old designer 
and veteran of the fashion world, has 
never denied he is gay. However, he 
has always maintained “a man has to 
be a man” and his recent comments 
seem to go a long way to strengthening 
this viewpoint.

In the same interview, Armani said “A 
homosexual man is a man 100%. He 
does not need to dress homosexual.” He 
went on to say “When homosexuality is 
exhibited to the extreme – to say, ‘Ah, you 

know I’m homosexual,’ – that has nothing 
to do with me. A man has to be a man.”

This interview goes some way to 
explaining the trends behind one of the 
most successful fashion designers of his 
time, having amassed a personal wealth 
in the region of £5bn. 

3D printing 
and the fashion 
industry

3D printing is no longer news, it is 
rapidly becoming part of the norm 
and is expanding into ever sector 
and part of life you can think of; 
medical equipment, technology, 
shipping, retail, you name it and it is 
no difference in the fashion world.

Shoes, sunglasses and even 
wedding dresses have not been 
spared the 3D printing treatment. 

A Shanghai design studio, 
Xuberance, displayed two unique 
SLS 3D printed wedding dresses 
at the Shanghai Convention & 
Exhibition Centre of International 
Sourcing in China recently. 

The company is known around 
the world for combining emerging 
technologies and unorthodox 
materials, resulting this time in an SLS 
wedding dress. 

For those of you who are 
unfamiliar with SLS, it is a laser-
blasted plastic which is surprisingly 
soft to the touch. 

The Xuberance website is full 
of 3D printed accessories such 
as headpieces but they are also 
involved in training people in this 
developing area of the fashion 
world. Their training includes 
teaching those who are interested 
in how to design clothes and 
accessories with 3D printing in mind. 

These training sessions are run 
in China, so it isn’t that accessible 
just yet, but you can guarantee the 
concept will spread so keep your 
eyes open for a UK based 3D 
printing fashion house. 

Fresh Fairtrade call to 
fashion over plight of 
cotton workers overseas

Armani tells gay men, 
‘Don’t dress homosexual’

Michael Gidney: Plea

Giorgio Armani: Time to man up

3D print: Not one-dimensional
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T
he definition of ‘Eco-fashion’ is 
complex. It’s a catchall. It’s more 
than being ‘green’. It means 
being environmentally friendly, 

resource-aware, sustainable, ethical and 
fair. What’s new is that today, it also 
means ‘fashionable.’ 

What made this 
market niche a norm? 

To find the 
answer, we have to 
go back in time. 

One man. One innovation. One 
rebellious undercurrent in search of 
fairness. The future of eco-fashion. 

The industrial revolution
Doncaster, 1785. A man named 
Edmund Cartwright invented the Power 
Loom. Driven by steam, the loom was 
faster and more reliable than even the 
finest of society’s master hand weavers.

Those hand weavers would not 
survive for long. Nimble fingered 
children were put to work for long hours 
on little pay and soon, unskilled workers 
flocked to the cities, overcrowding the 
streets and filling them with disease 
and crime. 

What we now call ‘corporate-social 
responsibility’ was non-existent, yet 
society rebelled regardless. Workers 
and consumers alike called for fairness 
and riots and protests ensued.

The roaring 1920s
Post war Europe faced a revolution 

of a different kind. Following 
the tragedy of World War I, 
new value was placed on life 
and gave rise to the Flapper 
movement, where women 
rejected convention and 
embraced societal change. 

Justine Kiddy looks at the rise of eco fashion

worn
Ethically
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The first night clubs opened and a 
film industry studded with glamorous 
stars emerged. New, man-made fibres 
such as Rayon or ‘artificial silk’ were 
welcomed for their affordable luxury, 
but little thought was given to their 
environmental impact.

Despite the leaking of chemicals into 
ecosystems, attitudes to fashion were 
changing. One of the world’s most 
influential designers, Coco Chanel, 
introduced groundbreaking trends such 
as trousers for women, placing emphasis 
on being simple, feminine and resourceful 
with materials, another key feature of 
what ‘Eco-fashion’ stands for today. 

Make do and mend
As tends to happen with wars, progress 
was halted with the onset of World 
War II. Clothing was churned out to 
aid the war effort and clothes rationing 
left women with little opportunity for 
sampling new trends. 

Once again, resilience prospered 
and the ‘make do and mend’ movement 

was an overwhelming success. 
Vintage clothing, recycled fabric 
and reengineered patterns 
became the only source of 
fashion. Being sustainable became 
a necessity, sparking a wave 
of creativity that lingers even to 
this day. 

Hippie culture 
Today, when somebody mentions 
the 60s and 70s, it’s usually the 
era’s free, peace-loving, tie-dye, 
‘hippie’ values that spring to mind. 

Hippie Culture was built around 
defying convention: rebelling against 
commercialism at a time when 
clothing manufacturers were cutting 
costs by taking production overseas; 
staging protests against environmental 
destruction at a time when pesticides 
were used to yield larger crops. 

The Hippie movement championed 
recycled clothing, embraced styles from 
other cultures and called for hand-
customisation for a level of individuality 
not allowed by mass production. 

The commercial uptake
When Anita Roddick founded The Body 
Shop in 1976, it was clear that ethical 
choices could become mainstream. 
This quickly translated to the fashion 
industry and by the late 1980s, 
‘Organic Cotton’ was being cultivated 
in Turkey, requiring less water, paying 
better wages and prohibiting the use of 
pesticides. 

In 2001, Safia Minney launched 
‘People Tree’ in Britain. Fair Trade 
textiles, organic cotton and fashionable 
design were a refreshing combination 
for consumers and today there are over 
500 stores worldwide, ranges that are 
stocked by Topshop and ASOS.com 
and an influential brand ambassador in 
the shape of Emma Watson. 

A step back 
In April 2013, 1129 people were killed 
when the Rana Plaza factory collapsed 

in Bangladesh. Up to 30 well known 
global fashion brands were associated 
with using the garment-making factory, 
which was overcrowded and unsafe at 
the time of collapse. 

In the aftermath of the tragedy, 
Human Rights campaigners, politicians 
and consumers rallied to raise relief 
funds, while some of the brands 
involved paid compensation to victims. 
Quite fittingly though, the most important 
change is the one that is sustainable.

As consumers, we are suspicious. 
It’s no longer enough for manufacturers 
to present themselves in an ‘ethical’, 
‘sustainable’ or ‘eco-friendly’ way – we 
simply will not take their word for it. 

Incidents like the Rana Plaza collapse 
demonstrate the importance of being 
sustainable throughout the supply 
chain. A garment may be constructed 
from organic cotton, but if it is then 
assembled in a sweatshop where 
people are exploited, where is the 
‘fairness’ that eco fashion represents?

As consumers, we want to see 
tangible clues that the clothes we are 
purchasing are ethical. From the Fair 
Trade logo on the label; the mission 
statement on the brand’s website and of 
course, to the soft, dye-free calico cotton 
labels in the back of your shirt. 

AS CONSUMERS, WE WANT TO SEE 
TANGIBLE CLUES THAT THE CLOTHES WE 

ARE PURCHASING ARE ETHICAL 

Source: powerloom.weebly.com

Source: blsciblogs.baruch.cuny.edu

Source: edition.cnn.com

Source: saturdaysewingsession.co.uk

The Power Loom

1920s Flapper Fashion
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F
or many people, the term 
“globalization” only has had 
an implication as a marker for 
business development over the 

past 25 years. In fact, globalization 
is nothing new and is typified by the 
cotton business. Cotton is the fabric of 
the modern world. The modernization 
of the textile industry over the years has 

Lucinda Gormley reviews how the 
Cotton industry is relevant today

thread
Proven
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meant that cotton mills have become 
outdated and unable to compete with 
the modern, more efficient overseas 
mills. Dominated by exports, the decline 
of textile production was evident in the 
cotton industry itself.

Today, we use cotton in so many 
different ways that we wouldn’t even 
realize it. The clothes on our backs, 
the bedding which we sleep in, the 
morning coffee which we filter – all 
uses of cotton. There are many types of 
cotton which we use on a daily basis 
also, perhaps our bed linen is made out 
of Egyptian cotton? Or, we might wear 
a Satin Cotton suit to the office? 

Cotton is vitally important for new 
designers and business owners. Starting 
out a new business is a struggle no 
matter what, but knowing that you 
can choose quality fabrics with quality 
cotton labels is always going to be 
a blessing. GB Labels supply 100% 
natural Cotton labels, and you are 
able to get these in either soft white 
or natural ecru. These are lighter than 
woven labels and are often used in 
lighter-weight garments. 

Cotton is essential when designing 
garments. It isn’t just the fabric that 
you are seeking perfection with. 
Designers need to be mindful 
that they should try to keep their 
designs minimal, this is believed 
to be the best course of 

action. You only need to be using your 
garments and labels to sell yourself, 
sell your designs and sell your brand – 
remembering it is what you do with your 
designs that will determine whether they 
are successful or not. 

High quality products go hand in 
hand with high quality labels. A label is 
an identity of a product, it helps market 
the product, and also the business when 
it catches the eyes of onlookers. Product 
labels are made from various materials, 
and more often than not labels which 
you find in clothing will be woven. The 
main advantage of woven labels with 
woven text or design is that they don’t 
fade in the wash. An ever lasting label 
is instantly adding value to your product 
because they look richer. 

In the UK you are most likely to come 
across these 3 types of woven labels:

Damask
Damask is probably the most common 
type of garment label. It is suitable 
for high end uses, and a real 
enhancement to a businesses brand 
image. Damask woven labels 
tend to give greater clarity, in 
detailed designs and texts. 
Businesses tend to use these 

labels on more durable 
and ‘heavy duty’ clothing 

due to their long 
lasting weaves. 

Satin
Satin clothing labels are usually less 
expensive than Damask labels. They 
cannot present the detail of design of 
Damask or Taffeta labels, but instead 
they offer a smooth, gleaming, soft 
appearance, and feel. This unique, 
soft, smooth, satin appearance is 
perceived as richer and more upmarket, 
and is therefore used in more prestige 
applications. Satin labels are usually 
used on infant garments, this will be 
softer when rubbing against infants skin, 
and also it reinforces the perception 
of softness. 

Taffeta
Taffeta is a basic, but popular woven 
label. Taffeta has a tight weave 
structure and produces a very stable, 
durable label. They are similar to 
Damask labels but they don’t have 
the same lush appearance, nor do 
they have the ability to carry the same 
amount of detail. Taffeta can carry 
reasonably detailed designs and text, 
but they do not have the softness of 
Satin labels. They are the option for 
those requiring bolder images and 
text. These labels are often used for 
care instruction labels, because of their 
low cost.

Once you have chosen your label 
fabric, you then will choose the layout 
for your labels. For any tips or advice 
on choosing label layouts click here.

It is important to remember, that 
without the soft, fluffy cotton fibers we 
wouldn’t be wearing the comfortable 
clothes that we do today, nor would we 

have the labels to identify with. 

KNOWING 
THAT YOU CAN 

CHOOSE QUALITY 
FABRICS WITH QUALITY 
COTTON LABELS IS 
ALWAYS GOING TO BE 
A BLESSING 
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